
Team USB Drive
OTG | M152
Breaking the limit of transfer

Transfer has never been this easy before

The all new Team M152 from Team Group is the 

world’s first smallest multifunctional OTG flash drive 

which supports wireless transfer 

software. With the rise of mobile 

devices, smart handheld devices 

have become very popular already. 

How to make smart devices even 

more user friendly and more 

convenient? Team M152 will be the 

solution that you shouldn’t miss.
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From the appearance, Team M152 simply looks like a USB drive. In addition of using on 

general computers, through a network environment with the same IP address, users are able 

to wirelessly share photos, videos, multimedia and mirror screen on the computer simply by 

plug it into the computer and start up the 

software and the smartphone APP*. Using 

the included micro-B adapter, it can even be 

used as an OTG flash drive. It truly 

combines computer, handheld device and 

wireless transfer all together to satisfy your 

needs in life in every way.

*Note: This M152 flash drive is built-in application software, 
Do not format the M152,the software will be lost and 
can not be used!!
About M152 has filed Patent application for wireless 
data transmission method and it's operation screen.

M152’s micro compact design is different 

than the ordinary wireless transfer 

devices. With their large size and heavier 

in weight causing by the built in Wi-Fi 

module and the battery, ordinary wireless 

transfer devices are inconvenient for 

mobile usage. The mini size M152 is only 

2.5g. That makes sure it won’t interfere 

with other accessories while using on 

computer or car audio system.

The excellent design has truly make 

Team M152 a product with multifunction 

and unlimited enjoyment.
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Model
Interface
Capacity
Color
Weight
Voltage

Dimensions

Operation System

Warranty

M152
USB 2.0 & Micro USB
8GB / 16GB / 32GB*
Black
2.5g (without adapter) / 4.5g (with adapter)
DC 5V
31.0 x 16.6 x 9.4 mm (with Adapter)
17.0 x 15.0 x 7.0 mm (without Adapter) 
Android 4.2+**, Windows 10 / 8 / 7 / Vista, 
MAC OS 10.6+, Linux 2.6+
Lifetime warranty

Item Specification

Notes: *1GB=1,000,000,000 Bytes. In OS system, it would be displayed as 1,000,000,000 Bytes / 
1024 / 1024 / 1024 = 0.93GB 
**Supports OTG function of mobile devices
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Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.

Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

Specification

Ordering Information
Team P/N Capacity Description
TM1528GB01

TM15216GB01

TM15232GB01

TEAM M152 DRIVE 8GB BLACK RETAIL

TEAM M152 DRIVE 16GB BLACK RETAIL

TEAM M152 DRIVE 32GB BLACK RETAIL

8GB

16GB

32GB

Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw

www.teamgroupinc.com
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The smallest OTG multiple functional flash drive with Wi-Fi transmission feature.

Full capacities from 8/16/32GB

Compatible with the Hi-Speed USB 2.0 specification

Support data transmission through wireless interface, simply drag files from computer then 

save to Android devices

Support data transmission between Smart Handheld Devices (micro-USB) and PC (USB).

Android device screen content can be Displayed on computer monitor (Microsoft Windows os)

The Android device can be managed and operated from Desktop of Connected PC

The Android device can be controlled from connect PC with keyboard and mouse

Taiwan Utility PATENT (number: M505044)


